Sleeping on a Bed of Prosperity

This lovely ritual I created for you based on one of the universally known traditions.
It sounds something like: ‘keeping your money under you mattress.’
I took this old adage, and gave it a decidedly modern, positive and cool spin.
And here is what came out!

Since we spend 7-8 hours a day sleeping, and a family bed symbolizes stability and well-being, it
makes sense to capitalize on this, while custom-creating your very own lifetime prosperity and
abundance blueprint.

How to perform the ritual
1. Create the Prosperity Envelope as described below. Pick an envelope that represents your vision of
prosperity.
2. Select the new bills in any denomination – using Chinese numerology’s luckiest numbers strengthens
the ritual. Therefore, $8, $18, $68, $88 would be very good. Or just go by the rule of 3: three singles is
fine too. (See Infinite Prosperity with Chinese Numerology to learn more specific Chinese
numerology data!).
3. Tie 3 I Ching coins with red or gold string, as also shown below.
4. Cleanse and consecrate your ingredients with incense or sage before assembling the envelope.
5. TIP! Make sure your bed, areas under the bed and around it are clean, neat, clear of any extraneous
items and dust. Do not store things or clothes under your bed as it impedes the flow of Chi!
6. Put everything inside and seal the envelope. Think positive and joyful thoughts of effortless
abundance and prosperity coming to you day and night.

7. Optional but recommended! With incense or sage cleanse your mattress on both sides. Take the
mattress off and do the same underneath it. Most likely your bed uses a box spring or a wooden
platform on which your mattress rests. Wave your incense or sage stick 8 times over and around the
platform. Make sure it’s clean and neat.
PLEASE NOTE that if you have smoke intolerance or allergy, this option may not be for you. In that
case, you may want to use essential oils or singing bowls to clear the energy!
8. Place your filled with ingredients, consecrated and sealed Prosperity Envelope in the middle of your
bed platform. Place your mattress back on top, make your bed and continue with your life.
9. You can refresh your Prosperity Envelope during each Chinese New Year, as described in RITUAL
1. But if you prefer, you can keep it longer.
Since it signifies ‘securely hidden money you keep under your mattress,’ it doesn’t need to be touched
that often. Every 2-3 years is fine!
10. Later you may decide to use a different amount, add some prosperity mantras, etc.

How to create your Prosperity Envelope
INSTRUCTIONS: WHAT YOU WILL NEED
1. Chinese red prosperity envelopes with any design
you like. They come in all designs and sizes.
**Chinese red prosperity envelopes are sold in
Chinatowns and Chinese stores, or they can be
ordered from Amazon!
Here is one such link – bigger and thicker envelopes.
Here’s is another – for small and basic ones.
This is NOT an endorsement! Please do your own
search!
What if you don’t have access to the authentic
Chinese red envelopes, you may use the Western red
holiday envelopes, or make your own, using red craft paper!
NOTE: the ritual envelopes in most cases must open vertically, not horizontally. Also, the Chinese ones
are normally thinner and smaller than Western ones. They also boast auspicious designs and symbols.
Therefore, I recommend you make an effort to locate and use them!
2. I Ching Chinese coins with a square hole in the center and Chinese
characters on both sides. Coloring should be either gold (as on picture) or
bronze/copper.
THE RIGHT COINS MUST have 4 Chinese characters on the front side and
2 characters on the back side! You will need standard-sized coins: 1 inch or
2.3 cm in diameter.
These coins are also sold in Chinatowns and Chinese stores, or they can be
bought online from Amazon. Here is one of Amazon links for 50 basic pieces.
This is much better quality set of 6.
This is NOT an endorsement! Please do your own search!
3. Narrow red ribbon (can be purchased in craft or gift packaging stores), or red silk, rayon, satin or
nylon cord – as pictured tied around the Chinese coins in image above.

4. Depending on the ritual, you’ll need a quantity of dollars, euros,
yen, rubles, yuan, pounds or any other paper currency native to
your country, or the one you choose to use for your ritual.
In my examples below I will use USD.
The paper currency should be as new and crisp-looking as
possible. How much should you use? Recommendations included
in each ritual.

Create your Prosperity Envelope!
Select three I Ching coins. Hold the three together. String your prepared red cord/red ribbon through
the square hole in the center of all 3 coins together. Tie the ribbon/cord twice tightly to create a secure
knot. Then tie a small bow (recommended), or simply leave the original knot with short ends. If the
ends are too long, cut off excess ribbon.
The size of your coins should be standard: 1 inch, or 2.3 (2.5) cm in diameter. Larger I Ching coins
exist, but you don’t really need them.
This is what the coins will look like – front is on the left, back is on the right. Coin on top is thicker and
slightly larger than coin on the bottom.

Examples of how I tie the three coins together for the Prosperity Envelope rituals. Use thin ribbon of
bright red or dark red color.

Select your Prosperity Envelope. Unlike in the Prosperity in Your Wallet Ritual, for the Prosperity
Bed Ritual you can pick any size envelope, including large and thick one, since you want the prosperity
manifesting on all fronts, including through the quality of your envelope!
Any size and look envelope will work, from small to extra-large!

More examples of various red envelopes. They come in all sizes and designs!
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